EBT Classification: Galaxy Pattern
Pattern Volume: 27.75mL @ 50µL
Ratio: 4.50 to 1
Design Year: 2014
Description: Medium length modified house shot
Characteristics: Asymmetrical medium high oil volume with strong
back ends
Recommended Attack Area: Between first and second arrows
Recommended Delivery Speed: Moderately fast
Equipment: Moderately strong with polished or sanded surface
Scoring Potential: High

Difficulty: Moderately Easy

The EBT Milky Way 40’ Pattern is an average length asymmetrical
pattern with a medium to high oil volume. At 40 feet, bowlers should
be very familiar with the pattern and should adjust for carry down
from the oil in the center of the lane as it is pushed farther and
farther. While the Milky Way is essentially a beefed-up house shot,
bowlers should be mindful of taking the shot for granted. There is
more oil than a typical house shot, it’s layout across the lane is
slightly wider, and there is an out-of-bounds. Also, the asymmetrical
design pushes more oil into the right side of the lane while lessening
the oil for the left. This means the adjustments will be different as
lefties will have to make bigger moves than they are used to as the
shot breaks down. Milky Way can be played from a variety of angles
and it should play like “home sweet home,” hence the name. Best
practice suggests starting with strong equipment and then throw
weaker equipment and move outside as the games prolong. As
always, read what your equipment and what the lanes are telling you.
Remember, you as the bowler are ultimately responsible for choosing
the right equipment and playing the lanes as they allow you to play
them! This is only a reference guide, not an answer key!

EBT Milky Way 40’ Pattern is a proprietary pattern of the Elite Bowlers Tour, LLC

